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Great American Smoke Out urges
smokers to extinguish addiction
EMMA SCHMAUTZ
MONTANA KAIMIN
Moriah Otto was faced with a
dilemma — she had three cigarettes left and no money in the
bank.
The University of Montana junior majoring in forestry said it was
a coincidence that the Great
American Smoke Out — a national campaign designed to encourage and help smokers kick their
habit — happened to occur on the
day she ran out of money to purchase cigarettes.
Kate Allen and Natalie
Neumann, students who work for
the Health Enhancement Office at
Curry Health Center, set up a
booth in the UC yesterday to give
out informational pamphlets and
free kits designed to help people
stop smoking.
Otto, who started smoking when
she was 12 because her friends
were smokers, said that she spends
an average of $40 a week on cigarettes and that the cost, even more
so than her health, is her primary
reason for wanting to quit.
Otto has tried three times before
to quit smoking and is hoping that
the materials she received from
the UC booth will finally extinguish her desire to light up.
The Great American Smoke Out

is put on by the American Cancer
Society and occurs on the third
Thursday in November. This is the
first year UM has participated in
the event.
The free kits contain items
intended to ease the quitting
process such as a self-help CD, a
relaxation CD, pamphlets, candy
and a device for people to hold in
lieu of a cigarette.
Julee Stearns, a health procedures specialist, said that the information was targeted not only at
daily smokers but also for social
smokers who tend to smoke only
once a week with friends or at
bars.
“There’s definitely a health risk
associated with [social smoking],”
Stearns said. “And there is a possibility of becoming addicted.”
A study conducted by the Health
Enhancement Office found that
more college students claimed to
be social smokers as opposed to
daily smokers.
But social smoking is not the
case for Amy Traynham, a UM
graduate student in social work,
who said she smokes a pack to a
pack and a half a day depending
on her stress level.
Traynham, like many, has
attempted to quit numerous times
but has been unsuccessful.
She said her declining health
and other side effects such as trou-

ble breathing, lasting smell and
yellow teeth are her primary reasons for wanting to end her habit.
“Trying to get out there and
exercise is definitely harder after
14 years of smoking,” Traynham
said.
While part of her wants to be
nicotine free, Traynham said she is
having trouble giving it up
because another part of her takes
great pleasure in smoking cigarettes.
“I really do enjoy smoking, so
it’s hard,” Traynham said. “It’s a
battle between the good and the
bad.”
Neumann said it is important
not to underestimate the addictive
nature of nicotine and the difficulty of breaking that addiction.
Earlier that day Neumann talked
to a woman who said that while
she was able to end her alcohol
and drug addictions, she was still
unsuccessful in quitting her smoking habit.
By noon, Allen and Neumann
had given away 35 of their 50 kits.
Stearns said that students who
were not at the booth but want a
quit kit can pick one up at the
Health Enhancement Office at
Curry Health Center.
As well as receiving a kit, students can complete a survey for a

See SMOKE OUT, Page 12

Regents’ amendment looks to cut
Dennison pay raise by 33 percent
DANIEL PERSON
MONTANA KAIMIN
BOZEMAN — A Board of Regents committee
voted Thursday to cut University of Montana
President George Dennison’s pay raise by one third,
but Dennison will still earn at least $40,000 more a
year starting next fall.
While the amendment allows Dennison to wait
until fall 2007, he said he plans to take the raise as
soon as possible — fall 2006.
The Staff and Compensation Committee approved
the amendment 2 to 1, and now awaits full BOR
approval.
In September, the BOR voted to give Dennison
and Geoff Gable, president of Montana State
University, a wage that equals the average of university presidents of four other states — Idaho, South
Dakota, North Dakota and Wyoming — which
amounted to $212,274 a year. Currently, Dennison
earns $149,543 a year.
Raises were also given to the commissioner of
higher education, and chancellors and deans of
Montana’s smaller schools. They were created to
make Montana universities competitive when

recruiting administrators.
But Regent Mark Semmens, who created the
amendment, said the pay raise should be reduced
because of Montana incomes, which are low, as well
as the smaller raises given to administrators of smaller schools.
The amendment to the pay raise also gives presidents an option of taking their raise in either fall of
2006 or fall of 2007.
Semmens said this was done “out of sensitivity for
the fact that we have already adopted a budget.”
“If the commissioner or president determine there
are insufficient funds to effectively apply this plan,
they can move it back a year,” he said.
The University of Montana has seen financial
woes because of enrollment that did not meet predictions, causing them to slow construction across campus.
However, after the meeting, Dennison said he
would not wait until 2007 to take the raise.
“They are either adopting something or they are
not,” he said. “The situation doesn’t get any easier, so
why delay it?”
Bob Duringer, the vice president of budget and
finance at UM, said the funds for the raise will come
from money made from
University investments.
See RAISE, Page 6
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UM senior Dustin Delaney, a creative writing major, smokes a cigarette Thursday outside the Liberal
Arts Building. The American Cancer Society’s “Great American Smoke Out,” an event in which people
are encouraged to cut back or quit smoking, was held all over the nation Thursday. Delaney doesn’t
plan to quit smoking any time soon. “Someday, when I have kids,” he said.

MAS endorses two
regent applicants
ERIN MADISON
MONTANA KAIMIN

BOZEMAN — After interviewing four student regent applicants, the
Montana Associated Students sent all four on to the governor, who
makes the final appointment — but only two got MAS’s recommendation.
Heather O’Laughlin, a second-year UM law student, and Bovard
Tiberi, an MSU senior in math and computer science, received MAS’s
stamp of approval. Jon Meyer, a UM senior in biology, and Vinnie
Pavlish, ASUM business manager, did not.
Governor Brian Schweitzer has until Jan. 1, when current student
regent Kala French’s term ends, to appoint the new student regent.
MAS, which is composed of the student body president of each of the
11 campuses that make up the Montana University system, is required
to choose at least three students for the governor to choose from.
A representative from the governor’s office requested that all four students be passed on.
The candidates were each given a 20-minute interview with MAS and
asked the same 10 questions.
After the interviews, MAS closed its meeting Wednesday evening for
over an hour of deliberations. The minutes, including the motions made
during the closed session, were not released until Thursday.
MAS also moved to draft a letter to Schweitzer explaining why MAS
endorsed or didn’t endorse each candidate.

See REGENTS, Page 12
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Question 1: Thanksgiving is right around the corner. If
there were a new holiday called Thankstaking Day, who
would celebrate it and, in lieu of turkey, what would be
the main course?
Question 2: How many Pilgrims does it take to change
a light bulb?

•Benzy LaCroix
junior, cellular molecular biology
Q1: “It would be Bush eating oil.”
Q2: “I would say zero, because they wouldn’t
know what a light bulb is.”

•Kelly Peterson
freshman, general studies
Q1: “Bums or poor people, because they’d
take whatever they could get: canned food,
money… beer.”
Q2: “Three.”

•Rob Joosse
senior, anthropology
Q1: “Everyone, because everyone likes to get
things. They’d eat whatever they could get their
hands on.”
Q2: “One to supervise; one to hold the ladder; a
council of seven to determine, with a majority vote,
on whether the light bulb should be changed; and
two to change it.”

•Sam Orsello
freshman, recreation management
•Bill Carr
freshman, pre-pharmacy
Q1: “Everyone would celebrate it, it’d be a
national holiday. Everyone would pillage and loot.
It’d be like Paris.”
Q2: “I assume they probably would have forced
the Native Americans to do it for them.”

•Taylor Homer
sophomore, English and Japanese
Q1: “Kidnappers would celebrate it. They’d eat
Magpie because they take the nests of baby birds.”
Q2: “Seven.”

Letters
to the editor
Mural in LA Building
should come down

There is a mural in the Liberal
Arts Building that depicts the
political history of the world. I call
for nothing less than its removal.
Here are my reasons.
In the middle left part of the
mural there is a depiction of
Stalin, Hitler and Nixon standing
side by side with gas masked minions crowded below. They are to
be taken as the forces of the three

M ONTANA K AIMIN

The Montana Kaimin, in its 108th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content.
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 107

E DITOR

Students
in
rural,
south-central
Pennsylvania will be studying the theories of
Darwin – and the supposed work of a slightly
higher power – in their high school biology
classes this year.
In a vote last month, the school board in the
Dover Area School District became what is
believed to be the first in the nation to consent
the teaching of Intelligent Design in its high
schools.
The theory of Intelligent Design is an argument against evolutionary theory – the biological staple typically taught in schools –
that claims some things are so complex they
are best explained as being created by an
intelligent force rather than chance or mindless processes.
The Kaimin sat down with Fletcher Brown, an
associate professor of science curriculum and
instruction at UM to get his take on the new biology
material.
Montana Kaimin: Do you think the teaching of
Intelligent Design interferes with the separation of
church and state?
Fletcher Brown: I don’t have a problem with
church and state, but the notion of Intelligent Design
is an offshoot of a belief system, and I do have a
problem with that being taught in a science classroom. Belief systems should be grounded in the area
of religion and should be covered in the curriculum,
but Intelligent Design is placed in a science class
when it shouldn’t be.
MK: A school district in Atlanta made a decision
to tack a sticker into biology textbooks that says evolution is a theory and not a fact. What do you think
about that?
FB: It depends on how “theory” and “fact” are
leaders and therefore (along with
the three’s proximity) equate the
leaders as people of the same caliber. This is wrong and evil. Not
only are the three equated but,
therefore, so are their countries.
As I said this is evil, but also it is
ridiculous. Combined, Nazism
and its allies and communism are
responsible for roughly 155 million individual deaths (100 million
attributed to communist states like
the USSR, China, Cambodia,
North Vietnam, etc., by The Black
Book of Communism and 55 million to Germany and its allies
because that is the death toll of
World War II – a war that only the
Axis powers are responsible for.)
The United States has had some
wrong causes and supported some
evil men, (and god knows we have
paid for these mistakes) but is in
no way evil and in no way responsible for the earthshaking evil that
Nazism and communism has
wrought on humanity.
Behind every American war and
every American military engagement there has been a morally
positive purpose, excepting the
Mexican-American war and the
Philippine Uprising. America has
been a force of goodness in this
world and we have first created
and then preserved whatever vestiges of freedom this world has
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Fletcher Brown

defined. In the science field, there is more evidence
to back the notion behind evolution than any other
theory. There is no contradiction of what evolution is.
It means change over time. There is no contradiction
against that. If we were going to do that, we’d have
stickers all over it.
MK: Do you think it is hypocritical not to teach
both evolution and Intelligent Design?
FB: It’s apples and oranges. Evolution is a central
idea in science. It would be a disservice if it weren’t
taught. Intelligent Design is embedded in a belief
system.
MK: Do you think Intelligent Design is just a sly
way to sneak God into schools or is the idea of teaching the theory legitimate?
FB: It’s threatening to certain people’s belief systems (if it isn’t taught) and it creates a response.
People want to make sure their point of view is represented. I don’t know if it’s more than that. You’d
have to ask them. It’s a valid idea to be looked at, but
not in a science classroom.

ever had. We threw out imperialist
Britain, crushed slavery, fought
Spanish imperialism, supported
the forces of freedom in Europe
and prevailed over the “Huns,”
killed fascism and the imperial
Japanese, stopped communism in
Korea, and struggled against it in
Vietnam. Recently, we have run
conquering Iraq out of our allied
country of Kuwait and now we are
supporting democracy in Iraq
while fighting Islamo-fascism
throughout the world. Show me
where America has done wrong.
Show me what puts us anywhere
close to the horrors of the concentration camp and the Gulag!
The mural in the Liberal Arts
Building is propaganda. It is trying to rip at the fabric of America
without cause and it should be
removed. The artist was definitely
trying to make the above
explained equation between the
countries and it doesn’t hold. The
war in Vietnam was a tragic event
in the history of America, but not
because of its cause. To fight communism anywhere on earth in
favor of individualism and freedom can never be called evil.
Fighting communism while taking
away the rights of Americans by
drafting them can be. But even
that does not make the equation
and, besides, the draftees and all

American soldiers are compared
to Nazi soldiers and communist
conscripts by making the forces of
the two evils the same as the
forces of America. Finally, as a
side point and defense of the ‘evil’
Nixon, he was the first good thing
to happen to the American
involvement in Vietnam. He
Vietnamised the war by taking
Americans out of the fight while
training and supporting the
Vietnamese to fight their own
fight. His administration also
ended the draft.
So, take a look at this piece of
propaganda the next time you
walk by.
Ask yourself: “Is
America being equated with communism and Nazism?” That is an
obvious yes. Next: “Should it be
at our University? Should it be at
a government-funded university? Is America really evil or is it
incalculably good?” And last:
“Should this slander be allowed
to exist and therefore be condoned?” I say let us remove it
and ask ourselves these questions — apt reflections in this
time of another American war —
and reaffirm what America is:
the best thing to ever have happened in our world.
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we
find a factual error we will correct it.

Daily Astrology
T O D A Y ' S B I R T H D A Y (11-18-05)

L I B R A (S E P T . 23-O C T . 22)

Budget carefully from now through the spring, and by
the early summer, you should have enough saved up
for a romantic vacation. The odds are in your favor. To
get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Today is a 6 _ The more you learn, the more you have
to change what you thought before. Don't be
embarrassed; let old stereotypes dissolve.

A RIES (M A R C H 2 1 - A P R I L 19)
Today is a 6 _ An hour spent making lists and figuring
out the route you'll take can save you much more time
and money than that. Do it, first.

T A U R U S (A P R I L 2 0 - M A Y 20)
Today is an 8 _ Investments in your own education
always pay off well. Get a book or sign up for a class
that will help you unlock your talent.

G EMINI (M A Y 2 1 - J U N E 21)
Today is a 5 _ Think about providing the best service.
Don't think about the pay. If you do the former, you'll
have plenty.

C A N C E R ( J U N E 2 2 - J U L Y 22)
Today is an 8 _ You'll soon be feeling more confident,
and looking more relaxed. Your intuition's excellent,
and that gives you a big advantage.

L E O ( J U L Y 2 3 - A UG . 22)
Today is a 6 _ There's a bit of controversy going on.
You'd be wise to step back and listen carefully. Don't
add your two cents' worth yet.

V IRGO (A UG . 23-S E P T . 22)
Today is an 8 _ You're a practical person naturally, but
you're under pressure. Advise an impulsive shopper to
be patient, don't give in and spend too much.

S CORPIO (O C T . 23-N O V . 21)
Today is an 8 _ Get everything ready, so you can go on
a special outing this weekend. Go to the beach, lake,
river or stream. You relax best near water.

S AGITTARIUS (N O V . 22-D E C . 21)
Today is a 6 _ When the confusion dies down, assess
the damage. Don't worry. You have hidden assets to
draw upon. You should be covered.

C APRICORN (D E C . 22-J A N . 19)
Today is a 7 _ This weekend's good for visiting friends
and relatives by marriage. That ought to give you a
few good ideas. Get busy.

A QUARIUS ( J A N . 20-F E B . 18)
Today is a 6 _ You've got a rather analytical mind, but
you're in a phase where you're willing to consider
things that can't be verified _ easily, anyway.

P ISCES ( F E B . 19-M A R C H 20)
Today is an 8 _ It's about time for you to relax.
Schedule a celebration for this weekend, starting
tonight, with your favorite companion.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. Distributed by
Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.G
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Bus ted! Beer bongs, bud bongs and a f if t h DUI
P. KURT BULGER
MONTANA KAIMIN
Nov. 9, 9:17 p.m.
The Office of Public Safety
received a report of a marijuana
smell coming from a dorm room
in Duniway Hall.
When officers responded, they
found a bong sitting on a desk
and they recovered some marijuana, said Capt. Jim Lemcke
with the Office of Public Safety.
One student was cited for possession of dangerous drugs, a
misdemeanor, Lemcke said.
Nov. 11, 2 a.m.
Officers responded to a noise
complaint in Craig Hall after
some residents had been repeatedly warned to quiet down by
resident assistants, Lemcke said.
When the officers arrived,
they found an underage student
with a half-full bottle of vodka,
Lemcke said. They seized the
bottle and cited the student for
being a minor in possession of
alcohol, a misdemeanor, he said.
Nov. 11, 2 a.m.
Officers and the Missoula Fire

Department responded to a fire
The officer saw evidence of
Nov. 12, 3:15 a.m.
alarm in Aber Hall.
impairment on Joseph E.
The alarm was set off by an Howard, a 31-year-old who
Public Safety received a report
iron that had been left on in the doesn’t attend the University of of loud music coming from a
building, which caused smoke Montana, Lemcke said. Howard dorm room in Miller Hall.
but no fire, Lemcke said. When was arrested for driving under
When students had asked the
the firefighters tried to reset the the influence of alcohol and room’s resident to turn the music
alarm, they couldn’t because a cited for two misdemeanors, down, he refused and called
smoke alarm in one of the dorm running a stoplight and driving them names, Lemcke said. The
student was
rooms had been
cited
for
damaged, which
disorderly
prevents the sysNov. 13, 10 :33 p. m.
conduct, a
tem from resetSomeone reported that a
m i s d e ting, he said.
man was passed out in his
meanor,
A resident had
own vomit in the UC.
Lemcke
smashed
the
An ambulance was dissaid.
smoke detector in
patched to the scene but the student
his room, thinkwas not taken to the hospital, Lemcke
Nov. 13,
ing it was making
said.
2:52 a.m.
the noise instead
“An officer asked the guy what made him sick and he said
of the building
that he drank two Busch beers from a beer bong,” Lemcke
Officers
fire
alarm,
said. “An intoxicated person’s estimate of what they’ve r e s p o n d e d
Lemcke said. The
drank is rarely accurate.”
to the smell
resident
was
of marijuacited for criminal
na coming
mischief, a miswithout insurance, Lemcke said. from a dorm room in Jesse Hall.
demeanor, Lemcke said.
They recovered a small
It was the fifth time Howard
had been charged with driving amount of marijuana from the
Nov. 12, 2:30 a.m.
under the influence and at the room and cited a student for posAn officer pulled over a man time he was on probation for a session of dangerous drugs,
who stopped at the red light at prior DUI conviction, Lemcke Lemcke said.
the intersection of Sixth Street said. After three DUI convicand Arthur Avenue, but then tions, each subsequent DUI is a
Nov. 13, 11:38 p.m.
drove through before it changed, felony.
Lemcke said.
Public Safety received a report
of the smell of marijuana coming
from a dorm room in Miller Hall.
When officers responded, they
found and seized a small amount
of marijuana, Lemcke said. They
also cited a person for posses-

Po li c e B l ott e r

sion of dangerous drugs, he said.
Nov. 14, 11:06 p.m.
Officers responded to the
smell of marijuana coming from
a dorm room in Miller Hall.
When they arrived, they also
noticed the smell of an air freshener, Lemcke said. They seized a
pipe from the room and found a
can of air freshener on the floor,
he said.
“Sorry guys, these things just
don’t work,” Lemcke said.
One person was cited for possession of drug paraphernalia, he
said.
Citations:
Possession of dangerous
drugs: Sean Davis, a 19-year-old
UM student; Kali Cathcart, a 19year-old UM student; Colleen
Coan, an 18-year-old UM student.
Possession of drug paraphernalia: David Short, a 23-year-old
UM student.
Minor in possession of alcohol: Michael McGill, a 19-yearold
UM
student;
Randy
Swedberg, an 18-year-old UM
student.
Disorderly conduct: Xavier
Old Chief, a 27-year-old UM
student.
Criminal mischief: Lee Smith,
an 18-year-old UM student.

News

Regents
address
textbook
prices
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P i ck i n ’ o n t h e Pa r k-n-Ride

ERIN MADISON
MONTANA KAIMIN
BOZEMAN - The Board of Regents is trying to make textbooks more affordable for
Montana students through de-bundling,
allowing students to evaluate textbooks and
requiring University bookstores to disclose
ISBN numbers.
No action was taken after the
Academic/Student Affairs Committee of the
Montana Board of Regents discussed the
issue of textbook prices at its Wednesday
meeting, but the members will discuss it
again at their next meeting in March.
Having students evaluate textbooks when
they evaluate professors at the end of the
semester is a great idea, said student Regent
Kala French.
It would be good to find out how many of
the assigned chapters a student reads or how
many times a student opens the book, she
said.
She also voiced her support for requiring
school bookstores to release ISBN numbers,
which the University of Montana bookstore
already does.
French’s term ends in the beginning of
January, so this was her last chance to weigh
in at a regents’ meeting on the issue of textbooks.
A representative from the Thomson
Learning publishing company came to the
meeting to discuss textbook sales with the
board members .
“When you talk about price, I think you also
have to talk about value,” said Stephen
Hochheiser, director of academic reseller management for Thomson.
He gets a lot of questions about why the
price of textbooks goes up, he said.
“Course materials today are not just textbooks,” Hochheiser said.
Publishing companies offer online quizzes,
other electronic resources and remediation
tools.
“I think a big problem is, we as an industry,
have not done a good job of communicating
that to anybody,” he said.
At the September Board of Regents meeting, UM bookstore administrators talked about
reducing the price of textbooks through separating the cost of intellectual material from the
cost of the book itself, something they’re still
working on.
The UM bookstore is working to find out
from faculty exactly what parts of the book
and amenities that come with it will be useful
to students, said Bryan Thornton, manager of
the UM bookstore.
Currently, the student who has to buy a book
when it’s new bears the largest portion of the
cost, while students who buy it used pay less.
If successful, a deal between the UM bookstore and publishing companies would allow
UM to charge students for the intellectual

Fly Fishing
Guide School
Openings for Spring Break
March 27th - April 1st

WE PROVIDE EXTENSIVE GUIDE TRAINING
DURING A WEEK LONG GUIDE SCHOOL. WEEK
INCLUDES:

• Guiding Techniques for
both Alaska and lower 48
• High Job Placement
Assistance (Average Pay
$2,400/mo.)
• Fly Fishing Training
• Fly Casting
• Jet Boat Training
• Fly Tying
• Room and Board
• CPR & First Aid Certification
• Drift Boat Training

Please Call
1-866-GOGUIDE
(1-866-464-8433)

Scott Poniewaz/Montana Kaimin

Leigh Hilliard, left, and Kendra Keely offer bluegrass music to those riding the UM Park -n-Ride bus Thursday afternoon. The band, made up of four women, was rehearsing for a gig at
the Old Post Pub Thursday night and the only time they could get together was while fellow band member Caroline Keys was driving the bus. “We’ve never really played much together,” Keely said. They are billed as Doc Rogers and the Rock Dodgers, but said the band does not have an official name yet.

material of textbooks through their tuition and
fee bill, Thornton said.
Then, students would have access to electronic versions of books for the classes they
have registered and paid for. They would also
have the option of buying a book in printed
form.
“My experience is students actually want to
have printed material,” Thornton said.
French said that many of her books come
with access to InfoTrac or LexisNexis,
research tools that most university libraries
already offer to students. She assumes the cost
is extended to her through the cost of the textbook.
That’s something the bookstore can easily
prevent by notifying faculty members who
order such services to accompany books that
are already are available through the library,
Thornton said.
Textbook companies don’t offer discounts
for buying in larger volume, Hochheiser said.
“There aren’t any situations I know of
where schools can get together and pay less,”
he said.
The regents briefly
discussed the possibility
of putting a price cap on
the books professors
choose.
Regent Mike Foster
didn’t want the board to
act to hastily on such a
measure, as he’s not sure
of the extent of the
board’s authority on the
issue.

Raising awareness on AIDS
KAYLA STEWART
MONTANA KAIMIN
It’s a cliché message, but Lindsey Doe
thinks it will work: The more people that
get involved with World AIDS Day, the
more that people will learn about the disease.
Doe, a Missoula AIDS Council HIV
prevention coordinator, said MAC is
looking for volunteers to attend a meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. to plan for World AIDS
Day, Dec. 1.
The University of Montana’s Health
Enhancement and MAC will host activities on campus the week of Nov. 28
through Dec. 2.
Doe said they are looking for educa-

tors, performed and counselors for the
week. A film, poetry, music, fire spinning
by the Flaming Hand of Eris and a candlelight vigil are already lined up for the
week, but Doe said they need several
more performers because it’s an effective
way to draw in people.
“We’re in the age of MTV and we need
people to entertain us,” she said. “I think
education should be interactive. Plus,
people come to see (entertainment) and
they get our message. It’s a way to do it
without sounding preachy.”
The meeting tonight will be at MAC at
127 N. Higgins Ave. on the second floor
in suite 207.
For more information call 543-4770.

PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Fall Semester 2005

Tuesday, November 29
Friday, December 9
Wednesday, December 14

12:00 pm - 2:00 pm
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Appointments Appreciated --- 243-2311

Leave a message for the President at 243-PRES (243-7737)
or e-mail at prestalk@mso.umt.edu

PresidentOffice3x2
11.16.05
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RAISE
Continued from Page 1
He said the raise took priority
over the building costs and other
budget cuts because giving
Dennison the raise would do more
good than maintaining other
budgets.
“When President Dennison
hired me five years ago, he gave a
rule: Do no harm,” Duringer said
after the meeting. “We look for
the sources that don’t hurt any
one, don’t do any harm.”
He said Dennison’s job is a difficult one, deserving more pay.
“We’re a $30 million business;
this is $40,000,” he said. “The students don’t have an appreciation
of how big this business is.”
During the meeting, a representative of MSU’s faculty raised
concerns about how the schools
will pay for the raises. Shannon
Taylor said he understood why the
raises must happen, but wondered
how they would be paid for.
“One of the questions faculty
has is: where’s the money going to
come from?” he said.
“It’s going to be very difficult
for some campuses to find the
money to pay for administrators’
pay ... we can go ask the state, but
we all know where it’s going to go
when budgets are tight.”
After the meeting, he said he
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was happy with the vote, but reiterated the challenges it created.
“I think the administration will
need to be creative, and we’ll all
be watching,” he said.
A pay raise is considered by
many to be necessary for competing with other schools for qualified personnel. Dennison and
Gamble currently make around 60
percent of the average.
“I don’t believe it’s appropriate
to pay them 60 to 65 percent. If
you cannot recruit and retain high
quality people to run complex systems, the costs you will pay are far
greater,”Semmens said.
But how much was a matter of
consideration.
Chancellor Frank Gilmore of
Montana Tech said the current
raise is not enough.
“I don’t believe that even at the
salaries that you’re talking about
now you can find someone that
will take the position with the
salary that I currently make,” he
said.
However,
Regent
Mark
Semmens said the presidents
should only receive 90 percent of
the average because the original
pay raise put them far above
administrators of smaller schools
and did not consider Montana’s
economy.
Montanans get paid just over 90
percent compared to their counterparts in the same states that were
surveyed for the presidents’ raises,

Unusual banquet spotlights hunger
KELLY JACKOSN
FOR THE KAIMIN
Last night, students got the
chance to eat as the world eats by
participating in the 32nd Hunger
Awareness Banquet at the
University of Montana.
“Poverty and hunger affects us
here in Montana and Missoula as
well as worldwide,” said Stacey
Siebrasse, a senior in liberal studies
and an organizer of the event.
Over 120 people participated in
the event in the University Center
Ballroom.
Each person participating drew a
slip of paper from a container upon
entering the ballroom. The slips of
paper assigned them to one of three
groups: low-income, middleincome
or
high-income.
Low-income people sat on the floor
and were fed rice and water. They
represented 60 percent of the
world’s population.
Middleincome people sat on the floor as
well, but received broth with their
rice and water. They represented
30 percent of the population. Highincome people sat at a table and
were served a full four-course
meal. This group represented 10
percent of the population.
Following the meal, John Lund,
the pastor of Lutheran Campus

ministries at UM, asked participants their reactions to the banquet.
“It’s not realistic in the fact that
we’re going to eat tomorrow,” said
Evan Holmstrom, a freshman
Japanese and a member of the lowincome group.
Others, like Tami Waller, a junior
in elementary education and member of the low-income group with
Holmstrom had a different reaction.
“For me, it’s very emotional for
me to think of the reality of it all,”
said Waller.
Ed Persico, a local Red Cross
relief worker, spoke at the event.
Persico has been involved in the
Red Cross for the last 10 years and
has witnessed hunger nationwide.
He has provided relief during the
Montana fires of 2003, 9/11 and
three major hurricanes: Ivan,
Katrina and Rita.
“Having access to food is one
thing that Americans take for granted everyday,” Persico said.
Persico recalls a moment last
year when he was offering relief in
the United States after Hurricane
Ivan hit when hunger was vividly
brought to his attention. He came
across a trailer park that had about
30 El Salvadorian immigrants in it.
They wouldn’t ask for help for fear
of being deported back to their
country, Persico said.
Since the Red Cross is neutral
and has no government affiliation,

Persico went inside and offered aid
to the adults and children. In the
next couple of days, he brought two
trucks full of bottled water and food
to them.
“They would have gone hungry
before going back from where they
came from,” Persico said.
Persico, along with Siebrasse,
encouraged people at the event to
get Congress involved in fighting
hunger across the nation and
statewide by writing to Montana’s
Congressmen.
“Make your voice heard,”
Persico said.
Persico also encouraged people
to volunteer their time.
“Without volunteers, a lot of the
programs will not be implemented,” Persico said.
Today, there are two pieces of
legislation going through Congress
dealing with hunger. The first is the
Hunger-Free Communities Act. If
passed, it would establish the commitment of the administration and
Congress to reach the goal of cutting hunger in the United States in
half by 2010 and eliminating it by
2015.
The second is the
Millennium Development Goals
Resolution. This resolution, if
passed, will affirm the commitment
and leadership of the U.S. to
improve the lives of the world’s
people living in poverty and conditions of misery.
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Heritage foundation talk connects Missoula nature to history
BRETT MIHELISH
MONTANA KAIMIN
Some came for the free beer and wine, others came to
feed their fascination. For whatever reason they gave, over
200 Missoula residents crowded together Thursday evening
to learn about the ice age floods and Glacial Lake Missoula.
“It’s the history of our area,” Joyce Nave said, who
wants to educate her grandchildren about the floods.
Together the Glacial Lake Missoula Chapter and the
Montana Natural History Center hope to connect Missoula
residents with the natural world and its history.
“They come with the content and we provide the structure,” said Anita Maxwell, the director of the center, who
agreed to host the open house.
The Glacial Lake Missoula Chapter is the only one in
existence in Montana. Larry Lambert, the chapter president, is currently attempting to establish the Ice Age Floods
National Geologic Trail, which he believes will be beneficial to Montana’s economy.
Historically speaking, the IAFNGT is as important as the
Lewis and Clark Trail, according to Lambert.
According to a letter supporting the IAFNGT, the history
of this trail would inform tourists about one of the greatest
floods to have existed.
About 15,000 years ago, during the ice age, a glacier
blocked what is now the Clark Fork River and created
Glacial Lake Missoula, which extended across 200 miles
across western Montana.
“It was a big, big lake,” said David Alt, a retired geology
professor at the University of Montana, while giving a
speech for the Glacial Lake Missoula Chapter’s open
house.
Ice that accumulated in British Columbia and moved
onto valley plains as far east as Cut Bank it filled Glacier
National Park and the Flathead, Mission, Swan and Purcell

valleys. As the water built up the lake got deeper
and deeper eventually penetrating the 30-mile ice
dam, Alt said.
“It is impossible to exaggerate that flood,” Alt
said.
The mass floods created a free-flowing river
underneath the ground which now serves as the
Missoula Aquifer, Missoula’s main water supply.
Lambert said this river ran through the excess
gravel spreading westward.
The water rushed forward at highway speeds,
between 50 to 60 miles per hour, draining Missoula
Valley within 48 hours. As the ice-cold water moved
toward the Pacific Ocean, it flooded the Willamette
Valley all the way to Eugene, Ore., Alt said.
“Debris spread from Missoula to the Pacific
Ocean,” Alt said. “One of the more famous ones is
in the middle of the Oval on the UM campus with an
1893 marking. It was swept out of Hellgate
Canyon.”
Huge tornado-like eddies picked up the rocks and
spread them across the Missoula Valley, Alt said.
“They plucked rocks off of Hellgate Canyon’s
walls and dropped them in Missoula Valley,” he
said.
Other debris can be found along the IAFNGT
that extends to the Pacific Ocean. The same soil
found in Missoula can be excavated in Washington
and Oregon, which is essentially why some of the
areas of these regions are so lush, Alt said.
The flooding process repeated itself 30 to 40
times over the course of many years. Each time the
lake lasted a shorter amount of time, the longest
being 58 years, and the water levels lowered each
Ryan Brennecke/Montana Kaimin
time as well, Alt said. The results can be seen by David Alt, former professor of geology at the University of Montana, spoke last night at the
looking at Mount Sentinel; the shorelines look like Montana Natural History Center about Glacial Lake Missoula and how it shaped the land
ridges that run along the side of the mountain.
from Missoula to the Pacific.
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Buttery bluegrass sounds to be featured in UC Ballroom Saturday night

Photo Courtesy of The Hot Butter Rum String Band

The Hot Buttered Rum String Band, pictured here, are playing a show Saturday in the UC Ballroom.
The band is currently touring around the U.S. in a tour bus fueled by recyclable vegetable oil.

IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN
Tons of musicians rally around
political causes. Prime example:
Diddy gave celebrities the chance
to speak out with last year’s “Vote
or Die” campaign. Never before
have so many celebs stepped into

the spotlight to say... well, nothing. Paris Hilton signed onto the
campaign, but wasn’t registered to
vote. Madonna did the same back
in 1992.
San Francisco-based Hot
Buttered Rum String Band may
not share the celebrity status that
Paris the Heiress shares with the

Material Girl, but they sure know
how to pick and promote a cause.
This weekend the band will be
performing in the UC Ballroom to
benefit the Northern Rockies
Bioneers, a group dedicated to
promoting the use of sustainable
fuels, like biodiesel.
Aaron Redner, vocalist, fiddle
and mandolin player for the band,
said because their tour bus, the
“Well-Oiled Machine,” is fueled
by recyclable vegetable oil, the
band has become a public face for
the Bioneers and other related
groups.
“We look at ourselves as part of
that movement,” Redner said.
“We’ve kind of become a symbol
in music for sustainable fuel
sources. To travel as much as we
do, all around the nation, we’re
excited to be able to use something like our bus. It’s environmentally friendly, and it helps promote the cause.”
The band is wrapping up a
nationwide tour promoting their
new CD, “Well-Oiled Machine,”
said band manager Dan Carlson.
The CD, produced by under-

ground acoustic icon Mike
Marshall, will be released in
February. According to Redner,
the album is named for their
potentially famous tour bus
because both the album and bus
represent the band’s current philosophy and political stance.
This Saturday’s show will mark
the group’s second performance in
Missoula this year. In March, Hot
Buttered Rum played to a packed
crowd at the Other Side.
The current tour is going very
well, according to Redner.
“We’ve made this big loop
around the country, now we’re
heading through the Northwest on
our way back to San Francisco,”
he said. “This week has been
amazing; it definitely feels like
there’s a big buzz around the band.
We’ve had big crowds, it’s exciting that people are listening to us
in places we’ve never been.”
For those who are unfamiliar
with the band, Redner said Hot
Buttered Rum’s sound is definitely bluegrass-based, but that they
also have strong influences from
other genres. The group is made

up entirely of singer-songwriters
with different backgrounds.
Some, like guitarist Nat Keefe,
found
inspiration
in
the
Himalayas. Bassist Bryan Horne
grew up listening to bands like
Men at Work, Rush and Yes.
Redner has a master’s degree in
violin performance from the New
England Conservatory of Music in
Boston.
“We draw from a lot of traditions,” he said. “At our shows you
might hear an old show tune, some
Grateful Dead, some reggae, a
Pink Floyd song or a pop song.
We’re really an all-ages show
because we study and play so
many genres.”
The Hot Buttered Rum String
Band will be playing at the UC
Ballroom this Saturday, Nov. 19,
as part of the Montana Biofuels
Rally. A tour of their biofuel-powered bus begins at 6 p.m. and the
music begins at 8 p.m. Opening
the show will be Steam Powered
Airplane. Tickets are $10 for nonstudents, $8 for students. All proceeds go to the Northern Rockies
Bioneers Conference.

F i l m to show consequences of wa r i n I raq fr o m pers p ect i ve of I raq i s
ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Pain poisons the gleam in a
young child’s eyes. Worry infects
the tone of a worried woman’s
voice. Truth walks beside a warweary soldier.
In late 2003, Mike Shiley threw
himself into a strange and dangerous world in pursuit of reality.
The reality he found among citizens and soldiers will be judged
by audiences in the Wilma Theater
Monday, Nov. 21, during presentations of Shiley’s documentary
“Inside Iraq: The Untold Stories.”
“I think it’s time that the
American people see a stark and
graphic portrayal of the war we’re
in now,” said Paul Lachapelle,
coordinator for the Peace and
Justice Film Series.

“I think it speaks in as unbiased
a way as can be done.”
While Lachapelle was lining up
films for this year’s film series,
Shiley approached the Jeanette
Rankin Peace Center with a copy
of his documentary. As a member
of the peace center, Lachapelle
received the film and said he felt it
was a prime candidate for the
series.
“I watched it that night, and was
impressed the minute I saw it,” he
said. “It presents footage that
you’re not going to see on the
evening news. There is some controversial footage in the film that
could be disturbing to audiences.”
Shiley is currently touring
around the country appearing at
various screenings.
“He’s a very down-to-earth
guy,” Lachapelle said. “Very personable. Just having watched the
film, I felt that this was something
that needed to happen.”
Sean Gibbons, a UM student
involved in the film series, said
those involved quickly recognized
the film’s importance and are
excited about the event.
“‘Inside Iraq’ was an obvious
choice for our film series,” he
said. “After hearing what it was
about, we agreed on it unanimously. We were all pretty excited that

Mike Shiley was willing to come
to Missoula.”
Gibbons said he believes the
film presents an important story
that has yet to be told.
“Mainstream ‘embedded’ journalism has fallen very short of
covering what’s really happening
over there,” Gibbons said. “Mike
was able to smuggle himself in
under the radar of the U.S. military and get the stories from all
sides. It doesn’t show us everything, but gives us an honest
glimpse into life in occupied
Iraq.”
Shiley spent two months traveling through Iraq in late 2003 and
early 2004. Gaining status as a
journalist and paying his way into
the country were just two of the
many difficulties he faced in seeking the truth of conditions in Iraq.
“It was very challenging,” said
the 38-year-old Portland resident.
“It was a challenge to get into the
country and it’s been a challenge
getting it (the film) shown.”
Unlike journalists working for
popular media outlets, who typically travel in armed entourages,
Shiley went into Iraq alone and
unarmed.
“I went there without a single
weapon,” he said. “I got lucky. I
went in, I did it, I got out. I risked

my life to make this film. Now it’s
your turn to step up to the plate
and come see it.”
Shiley’s reasoning for going
into the war-torn country without
more than a bullet proof vest and a
helmet was to approach the topic
on a more humane level. He said
he wanted the people he interviewed to trust him, so that the
film’s viewers could see what he
saw.
“Basically, this is a one-time
shot for people to see the truth of
what’s going on in Iraq from the
point of view of a peer,” he said.
To encourage students to attend
the screening, he offered a challenge to any and all members of
campus. He said it is important for
students who chat about current
events to know more about those
events.
“My challenge to them is to take
some time out of their day on
Monday and see the film,” he said.
“If anyone talks about Iraq on
campus and they don’t see this
film when they have the chance to,
they should be ashamed of themselves. I’m trying to light a fire
under their asses.”
Although Shiley’s film reveals
some of the shady activities of the
American military in Iraq, he said
the story is in no way biased.

“The beauty of it is it’s not an
anti-Bush rant,” he said. “It’s so
well-balanced that it may make
some liberals upset.”
Along with audience interaction, Shiley plans to bring something special to audience members.
“I’m actually going to come
there with a solution,” he said. “A
simple, imperfect solution, but a
solution. There haven’t been any
solutions offered yet. You can’t
just pull the troops out. This is
worth the $5 alone.”
Lachapelle said he hopes the
public will realize the importance
of this film and Shiley’s presence
in Missoula.
“It personally struck me that
there’s a lot of suffering over there
because of our involvement,” he
said. “He’s not going in with an
entourage. That provides for an
interaction with people that’s
much more honest. You see that
right from the beginning, he’s
telling a story. He’s traveling.”
“Inside Iraq: The Untold
Stories” will appear in the Wilma
Theater on Nov. 21 at 5:30 and 8
p.m. Mike Shiley will address the
audience after the screenings.
Admission is $5 for students and
senior citizens, $7 general.
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Lo c a l b a rte n d e r releases book of s h o rt sto r ie s a b o ut l ife in the Cari bbean
HAINES EASON
FOR THE KAIMIN
Sometimes, something about
the way we interact with others at
a basic level changes when we
move about in foreign places.
Whether we make an effort to be
informed or not, when we travel,
we’re tourists. So often we want,
it seems, every bit of our experience to be “real,” to the detriment
of those who actually live there.
Local writer and bartender at
The Golden Rose Claude Alick
has an intimate knowledge of
tourists’
misconceptions.
Growing up in Grenada, he
remembers cruise ships docking
and masses of white vacationers
descending on his island to
snatch up a bit of the culture
before returning to their ship for
cocktails and dinner dances.
In a recent self-published collection of short stories, “Wet
Storage and Other Stories,” Alick
explores “the other side” of the
resort world – a world outside the
cordoned-off hotels where people
farm the same land their ancestors did, where oral tradition
fights the encroachment of
Western culture and where the
family is the center of one’s existence. In this world, visiting
tourists throw trinkets from passing pleasure boats while medicine women foretell the futures of
young children.
His stories incorporate an honesty and straightforwardness that, at
first, belies the ultimate objective of
the book. It is easy to read Alick’s
tales as simple narratives, as most
of his dialogue is direct and there is
little embellishment on the part of
his narrators.
Here’s an excerpt from “Walking
in Memphis.”
“‘Johnny Brazil, what you shaking your head for? I must pay the
cops. It’s all greasing the palms.
That’s how it works. For instance in
my funeral business, even the
preachers are there with their hands
out,’ he said. ‘They whisper a few
words in the ear of the bereaved. If
the work happens to come my way,
I’m in church the next Sunday with
a fat envelope for that man of the
cloth. That’s the way it is.’ Irwin
laughed with just his mouth. His
eyes remained fixed on the action
of the bet and the quick hands of the
dealer pitching the cards and raking
the proper percentage of the pot.”
What the above passage can’t
convey is that “Walking in
Memphis” is about choices. The
narrator was a star college basketball player turned thug and shortly
after the above scene, he is mugged
and left for dead. The mugging
causes him to buy a gun, a decision
that affects him down the road.
Most of Alick’s stories are about
choices: who is it that you’re hanging out with that could drag you
down? What are you doing to yourself now that will affect you later,
either spiritually or socially?
His characters’ decisions not only

Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin

Claude Alick, a bartender at The Golden Rose, recently self-published a book of short stories titled “Wet Storage and Other Stories.” The stories center around the lives of people living in the Caribbean, specifically in Grenada, where Alick is from. His book is available at the Fact and Fiction bookstore and directly from Alick when he’s working at The Golden Rose.

affect them directly, but more often
than not, those around them. They
either drag all those involved down
to some hideous depth, or up to
some ameliorative height.
Much of what occurs in “Wet
Storage” comes from direct experience. In a story called “Mumbo
Jumbo,” the death of the young narrator’s friend is based on the death
of Alick’s brother. The story is one
of appeasement, of the conflict
between Western culture and that of
Alick’s native home.
“When I was a little boy, one of
my brothers drowned in the ocean
and that has always played on my
imagination. The father figure from
that story is based on my own
father. He was suspicious of… I
think he was doing it simply to, like
the story says, to appease his
friend,” Alick said.
Despite the father’s doubts, the
encounter with the elderly woman
deeply affects the narrator, who
experiences phenomena during the
visit that he cannot explain. When
the character moves away from
home to America, the strange
events and what comes from the
encounter actually end up providing him with a sense of strength.
Grenada was a home for Alick
and was as much of a home as we
all have had. It’s filled with memories – both harsh and fond – of family and friends, favorite hideaways
and exciting gatherings.
As a boy growing up in a British
colony, Alick attended British
schools that were rigorous and

emphasized European literature and
culture.
“I learned to read in school works
of Greek mythology. ‘Homer’ and
the ‘Battle of Troy’ and that kind of
stuff,” he said. “We were given all
sorts of works in school, but the
ones that really caught my attention
were the heroic stories. I also read a
lot of Derek Walcott, but we
weren’t really exposed to a lot of
Caribbean writers.”
“Wet Storage,” in a sense, is a
trip back in time. Even though the
events occur roughly around the
present, they are infused with figures of speech found in the oral
tales that Alick and other Caribbean
youth heard as a supplement to their
schooling. These are oral stories
and religious occurrences he
remembers and he subtly blends
them into his own written work.
Within his work one realizes that
culture, whether it’s Alick’s or our
own, is essentially nothing more
than a composite. The stories we
share among ourselves and read are
oftentimes nothing more than a
rehashing of what came before us.
“I don’t know if there’s such a
thing as genetic memory, if that is a
reality, but I think people have that
kind of stuff in them,” Alick said.
“Take hundreds of years of civilization and things will still pop up,

things that they’ve thought about
before.” Everyone thinks that their
religion is their religion. But really,
one religion’s been put on top of
another that’s been put on top of
another. Conquerors conquer, they
keep the holidays but do away with
old gods, but somehow, remains
hang around.”
Culture may be a composite, but
it changes, often leaving some
jaded as to how and why. The
importance of Caribbean oral culture is fading to younger generations, something that disturbs Alick.
He doesn’t see the trend changing
anytime soon. He said the invasion
of mass media through television,
radio and now the Internet is eating
into the free time that once went to
the communal act of storytelling.
Moving away from a culture
based on storytelling is only one
symptom of an overall change in
the third world. Such changes
include going from a family-centered, rural society, to a more fragmented urban society.
Alick said he’s concerned by a
rise in the number of poverty stricken single mothers in Grenada who
are struggling to make ends meet.
Because of this, he is devoting all of
the book’s proceeds to the establishment of an interest-free micro
loan program.

“It’s mainly geared toward single
women with children. Let’s say she
wants some money to get a cottage
business going. Well, she can come
to us and we can make her a loan of
about 100 dollars, or whatever she
needs, to get her started. All this
would be interest free,” he said.
Alick had been looking for a way
to give back for some time. He has
done well for himself, he said, and
he feels he’s in a position to be able
to help those in need from his own
country.
“The sale of that book won’t
impact my life in any big way. I
own my house, my wife has a job
and I have a job. So, we decided to
put the money down south,” he
said. “I came across a story of a
westerner traveling in Pakistan
where he saw a woman selling trinkets in the street.
“She was so in hock to the moneylenders that she could never get
out. He gave her what amounted to
$26 and she got out from under her
debts, she had some money to start
her own business, and that’s all that
matters.”
Copies of Claude Alick’s book,
“Wet Storage and Other Stories”
can be purchased from him directly
at The Golden Rose bar or from
Fact and Fiction Bookstore.
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Griz look to clinch Big Sky crown at the expense of MSU
TIM DAILEY
KAIMIN SPORTS
It looks like the Montana
Grizzlies will get their eighth
straight Big Sky title and make the
playoffs for a record extending
13th consecutive time. But, will
they do it in style?
If the No. 3 Grizzlies beat the
No. 22 Montana State Bobcats this
Saturday in Bozeman, they would
win the conference outright. The
automatic playoff bid and their
ranking would give them a home
game in the first round of the playoffs.
Should the 6-4 Cats beat the 8-2
Griz, both teams would share the
Big Sky title with Eastern
Washington, who would get the
automatic bid.
More than likely the Griz will
get into the playoffs because of the
team’s record and ranking. The
Cats would need a merciful selection committee to get in with four
losses.
Not to mention, it’s just the
105th “Brawl of the Wild,” a rivalry that knows no bounds for
Montanans.
“Whether you’re a Bobcat or a
Griz, you wake up every morning,
pull up your socks and want to
beat the other guy,” MSU head
coach Mike Kramer said.
“Whether you’re a fan, booster,
player or coach, you want to beat
the other guy and have it show up
on the scoreboard.”
University of Montana thirdyear head coach Bobby Hauck,
who is a UM alum, has the rivalry
in his blood.
“For me having grown up
around it, I’ve been a part of it and
followed it since I was a little
kid,” Hauck said.
Though Montana owns the
series 65-34-5, the Bobcats have a
chance to win their third game
against Montana in the last four
years.
Just about every Montanan has
an opinion if not a strong preference on which team they’d like to
see win.

But perhaps, the people to
whom it means the most are the
senior players suiting up for their
last Cat-Griz game.
The Griz have 14 seniors while
the Cats have 17 on their roster.
“In that 17 seniors is the best
quarterback in the history of our
program,” Kramer said.
The four-year starting MSU
quarterback Travis Lulay has had
a lot to do with the Bobcats’ recent
success against the Griz.
“He does everything for his
team,” Hauck said. “He’s the leading rusher, the quarterback, the
punter and the holder.”
Basically, anytime the Cats
have the ball it literally is in his
hands.
If this ends up being Lulay’s
final game, he needs 306 total
yards to become the Big Sky’s alltime career leader in total offense.
His 559 rushing yards, 2,458
passing yards and 21 touchdowns
this season are right on par with
what he’s been doing his entire
career for the Cats.
“He scares me regardless of the
situation, last game or not,” Hauck
said. “But, it’s not a one-man team
by any stretch of the imagination.”
The Cats have three senior
receivers that have more yards
than the Grizzlies’ top receiver,
senior Jon Talmage who has 475
receiving yards.
Rick Gatewood and Tramaine
Murray have about 650 receiving
yards apiece. Chaz Guinn has 500
receiving yards.
Griz fans should remember
Gatewood from last year when he
ripped the Griz secondary for 235
receiving yards and a touchdown.
“Rick Gatewood has been the
best player at wide receiver we’ve
had in a long, long time,” Kramer
said.
But, Montana may have the best
defense they’ve had in long time.
The Griz defense is head and
shoulders above the rest of the
league giving up under 17 points
per game.
In the last two games, the unit
had four defensive touchdowns,

Scott Ponewiaz/Montana Kaimin

Sophomore wide receiver Ryan Bagley gets pushed out of bounds by the Portland State University defense earlier this season. Saturday the Griz face the
Montana State University Bobcats for their 105th meeting.

outscoring the opponent’s offense
28-14.
“It’s one thing for your defense
to stop them,” UM redshirt-freshman quarterback Cole Bergquist
said. “But, for them to put points
on the board, you can’t ask for
anything better than that.”
For Bergquist and the UM
offense, the timing couldn’t have
been better, having struggled a bit
in the past two games.
The defense probably won’t be
able to win this one on its own,
Bergquist said. The offense is
going to have to pull its weight as
well.
Junior running back Lex
Hilliard has proven he can carry
the load. He has rushed 1,153
yards and 10 touchdowns, which
ranks him 13th best in I-AA.
Last week, he was sick with a

migraine from the stadium lights,
he said. An ailing Hilliard ripped
Sacramento State for 155 yards
and a touchdown.
He said the rivalry with the Cats
gets to him a bit. Last year he had
butterflies in his stomach throughout the entire game, yet he busted
off 120 yards and two scores.
The Griz rushing game is
already giving Kramer headaches
trying to figure out how his
defense, which is dead last in the
Big Sky against the run, is going
to stop Hilliard and company.
But his defense is not left empty
handed. Senior linebacker Nick
Marudas has been a one-man
wrecking crew of late. He has 80
tackles, 13 for loss of yards, 6.5
sacks, two forced fumbles and an
interception.
“The guts and heart of our

defense come right through Nick,”
Kramer said. “The way he’s
played the last three weeks is
emblematic of a guy who’s finishing on an upward turn. He’s finishing his career like an AllConference player.”
Both teams know what’s at
stake, and the coaches know what
it will take.
“You can’t win a game of this
magnitude without a guy having a
little bit of an outer body experience beyond his capabilities,”
Kramer said. “This Saturday who
will it be on our offense or on our
defense?”
The Griz are wondering the
same about their team.
Everyone will find out at 12:05
p.m. in Bozeman. KPAX will provide live TV coverage.

Outlaws to debut tonight on new outdoor rink
ROSE BOYER
FOR THE KAIMIN
Few things say winter like slamming someone up against the
boards or skating hand-in-hand
with that special someone. And
now Missoula residents have more
room to do just that.
Glacier Ice Rink, located at the
Missoula County Fairgrounds off
South Avenue, just opened a new
outdoor rink Wednesday. At 3:45
p.m., public skaters were shuffled
off the original indoor rink and
given the honor of being the first
to cut marks on the new outdoor
rink.
“Everybody was really excited
to get to skate inside. Now, once
we get them outside again, they’ll
remember how nice it is to be out
here,” said Rose Meyer, a league
hockey player who spent
Wednesday afternoon getting the
new rink ready.
“You get to see Sentinel from
here,” said Troy Dvorak, another
league player and coach at GIR.
GIR began in 1996 as an outdoor ice rink. It wasn’t enclosed

until last year, when the organization was granted $1.8 million in
bonds from Missoula County to
make renovations.
If things had gone according to
plan, the second rink would also
have been ready to use last year,
but because of a series of “bureaucratic snafus,” it never happened,
said Tim Bechtold, chair of the
GIR operations committee.
Now that the rink is finally
ready to skate on, Missoula can
expect more and even better services from GIR, said Tim Zalinger,
a volunteer and avid league player.
The greatest improvement, he
said, is more ice time. Last year
there were three leagues; now
there will be five. Teams won’t be
forced to play late into the night
like they were last year. And now
there will be more public skate
time.
Another addition to GIR this
year will come from the
University. For the first time since
1999, a University-affiliated
men’s club team will hit the ice.
The team was started this fall by
sophomore Joe Noble and his
roommate, junior Dan Rosenthal.

“We just thought about how
sick it would be to get a team started here,” Noble said.
It was easy to find players
because a lot of University students were already playing on
recreational or traveling leagues,
he said.
Noble conducted tryouts in
October, and his team, the

Outlaws, has been practicing regularly since. He thinks the team
will be a success.
They could “make a run at winning regionals next year,” he said.
The Outlaws’ first chance to
prove themselves is Friday night,
when they go up against the
Missoula Cutthroats, a local men’s
all-star team, as part of a benefit

game.
Part of the ticket sales from the
event will go to the Outlaws, who
are otherwise privately funded,
and profits from the Big Sky
Brewery beer garden will go to
building locker rooms at the rink.
The game will start at 7 p.m.
Admission is $2 for adults and $1
for kids 12 and under.
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Members of Kappa Sigma raise school spirit for the Cat-Griz game by gathering passersby around the grizzly statue on Thursday to sing the school’s fight song. They plan on continuing to sing on the hour, every hour, until noon today.

Much more to Cat-Griz weekend than just football
SARAH SWAN
KAIMIN SPORTS

As the Main Hall clock chimes
1 p.m., a group of Kappa Sigma
fraternity members assemble
around the grizzly bear statue.
They walk around, approaching
passersby to help them sing the
University of Montana fight song.
Many say no, others take the slip
of paper that contains the lyrics
and keep walking, but there are
three people that the guys manage
to coax into their makeshift choir.
Five minutes after 1 p.m., the
members of Kappa Sigma begin to
sing, the drone of their masculine
voices capturing students’ attention around the Oval. As the last
note sounds out, Kappa Sigma
president Jose Diaz makes the
announcement that his fraternity
will be singing the fight song at
the grizzly bear every hour on the
hour for 24 hours straight.
“Our frat wanted to start a new,
fun tradition,” Diaz said. “We
thought this would be a fun way of
promoting school spirit.”
With the voices of Kappa Sigma
echoing into the night, it’s an
exciting reminder of the upcoming
Cat-Griz game that takes place in
Bozeman over the weekend.
For more than 100 years, 105 to
be precise, the University of
Montana Grizzlies have duked it
out against the Montana State
Bobcats in a game that is known
as the annual “Brawl of the Wild.”
The Griz currently have 64 wins
out of 104 meetings against the
Cats.

When asked if he thought the
Cats would be catching up to the
Grizzlies’ record any time soon,
head football coach Bobby Hauck
laughed.
“Well, not for at least 35 years,”
he said. “It’s been a long-standing
rivalry, one of the oldest in the
nation.”
Truth be told, the Cat-Griz
rivalry is ranked ninth in the
nation according to the CSTV
Web site.
As the years have passed, it
seems as though the rivalries have
become more intense. The threats
get more violent, the bets become
more outrageous and there is even
a Web site for Griz fans,
www.egriz.com, with an entire
section dedicated to Kitty bashing.
Mike McNamara, manager of
Rowdy’s Cabin in Missoula, said
that this year, because the game is
away, the Bobcat bashing is a little
more toned down.
“We’ve made T-shirts in the
past, but this year we got away
from it to be a little more civil,”
McNamara said. “I think people
have lost interest in it because of
the rudeness.”
Instead of going crazy with the
MSU bashing, McNamara said he
would rather focus on cheering the
Griz to victory.
“We’ll be having an annual get
together [on Saturday],” he said.
“After every Griz touchdown, we
have all the words to the UM fight
song for everyone to sing.”
McNamara calls his bar a melting pot of Montana because of all
the different cities his customers
come from to watch the game.
“In the past years, with our

good football team, we’ve taken
some of the umpf away from the
Bobcats,” McNamara said. “It’s
just the good old banter between
the Griz and the Bobcats.”
Griz fans stretch their reign all
across the country.
In Peoria, Ariz., this upcoming
Saturday is a big day. Charlie
Nicastro, the manager of
McDuffy’s Sports Bar and
Restaurant, said that every
Saturday when the Griz play, his
bar has between 80 to 100 Griz
fans watching the game. “[Griz
fans] are great people, we’ve got a
nice crowd that comes here,”
Nicastro said. “They’re really
loyal, loyal fans. Obviously
they’ve relocated to Arizona and
they’re still loyal to their school.”
Jodi Moreau, the Outreach
Coordinator for the Griz, is
responsible for coordinating how
the Griz game is broadcast to fans
around the country.
“The camaraderie — it’s just
fabulous,” Moreau said of the Griz
fans across the nation who have
banded together. “We get real positive feedback; I’ve heard stories
that for whatever reason that a
game was blocked to half of the
United States and you’d have
thought the world had ended.”
Moreau will be traveling down
to Arizona for the Griz game,
coincidentally, watching the game
from McDuffy’s.
Expecting a large crowd for the
game Saturday, Nicastro said he
couldn’t recall if there have ever
been any Bobcat fans in his bar to
watch the games.
“I think it would be dangerous
for them if they did,” he said with

a laugh.
While many Griz fans prefer to
stay at home and watch the brawl
safely in front of their televisions,
fraternity
president
Tom
Mackenroth and members of his
fraternity Sigma Phi Epsilon are
literally running straight into
Bobcat country.
For about 20 years, Mackenroth
said his fraternity has been running to Bozeman every year that
the Cat-Griz game has been held
there. Switching off when a runner
gets tired, about 25 members of
the frat will be participating.
“We have a van that follows the
runner at all times,” Mackenroth
said. “When I did it two years ago,
I did it two shifts back-to-back
and we had a lot of people that
stopped to see what we were
doing. We’ve gotten a lot of positive responses from people.”
Mackenroth speculates that his
frat, which left at 5 a.m. Thursday
morning to begin the 164-mile
trek to Bozeman, will reach Kitty
country sometime around 11 p.m.
tonight.
“I think it’s different than something that any of the other fraternities would do,” Mackenroth said
of his frat’s tradition. “It’s something different and is a good thing
for all of the guys to get involved
and it’s good bonding.”
Mackenroth also had a premonition about the game, saying that
the Griz will win, 45-7.
“We’re gonna roll over them
like a speed bump to the championship,” he said.
Unlike the dedicated Griz fans
that see this weekend’s brawl as a
time to consume large quantities

of alcohol and shout profanities
about the other team’s mothers,
Coach Hauck said he and his team
have no traditions for the Cat-Griz
games.
“This is a work week for us, and
we don’t have time for that,”
Hauck said. “We’re gonna do our
best to try and get a win.”
Montana Athletic director Jim
O’Day said the emotions of the
Cat-Griz game run higher than
any other game.
“I’m a Griz fan and I wear my
colors all the time,” O’Day said.
“I believe as long as [the football
players] are putting in the effort,
you’re going to be proud of what
they’ve done. You just hope for a
good game, and that both schools
are going to represent the state
very well.”
As the sun sets Friday night, the
eve before the 105th annual
“Brawl of the Wild,” Diaz,
Mackenroth, their fraternities as
well as numerous Griz fans will be
flocking to Bozeman for the
deciding factor in this year’s Big
Sky Conference title race.
“I’d just like to say that once we
step into the litter box and take a
big poop, the Griz are going to go
all the way this year,” Diaz said.
“The litter box of course being
Bozeman stadium, whatever it’s
called.”

Want even more Cat- Griz
action? Check out
www.kaimin.org for a special
13 Questions with former
UM star Levander Segars

News
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REGENTS
Continued from Page 1
The letter will also include
MAS’s preference for the length
of the student regent’s term.
The governor can appoint a student regent for up to four years on
the board. However, traditionally
it has been a one-year appointment.
Exactly what MAS’s stance will
be on the term length hasn’t been
decided, said Brad Cederberg,
ASUM president and MAS vice
president.
If the governor appoints the
new regent to a one-year term, the
term will end the day before the
Montana Legislature convenes,
meaning the next student regent
would take over the day the
Legislature began, Cederberg
said.
Former governor Judy Martz
appointed French to a three-year
term. French and Schweitzer compromised to cut that to one and a
half years.
Schweitzer said he supported a
one-year term, French said.
However, when she talked to him
about a two-year term, he said he
would entertain the idea.
Tiberi has senior standing after
two years at MSU.
“I’ve been pretty active in credit
loads,” he said during the interview.

He was born in Bermuda,
moved with his family to Montana
in 1990 and graduated from
Capital High School in Helena in
2004.
One of the most important
issues is the rising cost of tuition,
Tiberi said.
At the September Board of
Regents’ meeting, he presented
research he had done on the price
of tuition.
“The main reason I want to be
student regent is because I care,”
Tiberi said.
O’Laughlin was the vice president of ASUM from 2001 to 2002
and business manager the next
year.
“I’m very excited to have the
opportunity to work with students
again,” she said in the interview.
She will bring maturity, experience and institutional memory to
the student regent position,
O’Laughlin said.
To mitigate the cost of tuition,
universities can look at alternate
funding sources, such as UM’s
contract with Coca-Cola, she said.
O’Laughlin thought about running for student regent last time
the position was open, but didn’t
think the previous governor would
appoint her, she said.
“I’ve wanted to be the student
regent for a long time,” she said.

SMOKE OUT
Continued from Page1
free water bottle and guess the
number of cigarette butts that were
collected off the ground in front of
the Gallagher Business Building
and placed into a fishbowl-size jar.
The top two guesses will win a
$20 gift certificate to Best Buy or
the Good Food Store.
Neumann said that using toothpicks, especially cinnamon flavored ones, when you have the
urge to smoke and developing a
support group are methods people

have found useful in ending their
smoking habit.
“Quitting with friends is always
helpful,” Neumann said. “It’s
good to have people there to support you and who are going
through the same thing.”
While the booth had fliers urging people to stop smoking that
very day, Casey Ryan, a sophomore computer science major, said
that in his experience, going cold
turkey is not the best way to end
the addiction.
“I think it’s important that it be
a gradual process,” Ryan said.
“It’s more effective.”

Ryan, who has been smoking
for two years to relieve stress, said
he “disdains the unpleasant smell
and health effects,” and is planning to slowly cut back on the
number of cigarettes he smokes
until he is completely nicotinefree.
“As long as my friend doesn’t
leave a pack of Lucky Strikes in
my car again,” Ryan said.
Otto, on the other hand, is determined light a cigarette again.
“I’m not going to buy any more
today,” Otto said. “We’ll see how
much I freak out by tonight.”

Can you dig it?
www.kaimin.org

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

Blue & Grey LG Cell Phone. Lost in and around UC.
Call Chris @ 868-9847.
Lost: Orange and Black Necklace. If found, please call
406-327-8691. Thanks.
FOUND: Set of keys. They were turned into the front
desk at the Rec Center. Come in to identify.

PERSONALS

PTSA Massage Fundraiser Oct. 31-Nov. 18 MondayFriday from 6:30-8:30pm located in UM PT Clinic in
the Skaggs building.
SEARCH!! Catholic Campus Ministry is hosting a 3-day
retreat December 2nd-4th. Explore your faith and
make new friends. ALL are welcome. Contact Christ
the King Church at 728-3845.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com

School-age after school childcare program needs
part-time, afternoon help. Great pay offered for
motivated and energetic people. We can work around
your schedule and UM breaks. Dave or Kathy 5499845.

k iosk

$800 WEEKLY GUARANTEED! Stuffing envelopes. Send
a self-addressed stamped envelope to: Scarab
Marketing 28 E. Jackson-10th Fl. Suite 938 Chicago, IL
60604.

NEED CHRISTMAS CASH? HELP--wrap, pack, and ship
holiday gifts at the Shipping Depot. Weekends
required, hours available 8am to 8pm. LEARN---more
than you ever thought possible about Customer
Service, Packing, and Shipping in an exciting retail
environment. EARN-- temporary or permanent, full or
part-time, flexible scheduling, raining provided, competitive pay, no experience required. The Shipping
Depot is an Authorized U.P.S Outlet, FedEx Ship
Center, and DHL Preferred Provider. Positions available in our GIFT WRAP BOOTH IN SOUTHGATE MALL
also (must work a few hours Dec. 24). If you want
exciting, front-line, retail work with the chance to
think for yourself and be rewarded for it, then APPLY
IN PERSON MON. NOV. 21, 10am to 6pm, or TUES.
NOV. 22, 1pm to 6pm, at The Shipping Depot, 2120 S.
Reserve, by Rosauer's. If student, bring class and
finals schedule. Applicants must be available Sun.
Nov. 27 pm for training.

SERVICES
SERVICES

GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744.

Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
Carroll Express Computer Services, Home Service,
Free Diagnostics, $20 per/hr, Call Now 370-0439
FIGHTERS WANTED: Guys and gals, 18 to 45. No experience needed. Weigh-ins Tuesday at Hammer Jacks,
6:00 p.m. $125 to win, $50 to lose, Call 888-702-4007
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $3.00/page
542-0837
Professional Sewing and alterations. 549-7780.
Reasonably priced. Pick-up and Delivery.

College Here I Come is a new friendly service in town
that provides the guidance you need to get help in
paying for college, to complete the all-important
financial aid forms, and to tap into the many strategies available. For an appointment and more information, call 728-8641.

FOR SALE

Mahogany Color Desk. 4 Drawers. 62 x 30. Office furniture quality $125 721-2101.

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS www.bigsky.net/fishing 251-6611

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.org

MONTANA KAIMIN
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The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
STORAGE UNITS. ALL sizes available. Cheap Charley's
Mini Storage. 721-7277
2 Bedroom Apartment For Rent. Bi-Level, Heat paid,
Call Autumn 360-0736 or Ashley 370-3659

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

Roommate wanted: Spacious furnished apt. 2.5 mi.
from UM. Nov. rent free then $315 call 406-249-8987

Tidy, female roommate needed to share apt. on Main
St. for 2nd semester! $292.50/month. Please call 415568-5578.

Master Bedroom for rent in 4 bedroom house. Close to
U and downtown. W/D, large yard, garden, and patio.
$291 per month plus 1/4 utl. Call 543-6012 ask for
Jenn.

Knuckleheads BBQ- Griz Card Discount! Free WiFi AllYou-Can-Eat Soup & Salad Lunch. Great Breakfast 450
W. Broadway By St. Pat's

Wanted: Model. Local Photographer seeks young
woman to pose. No experience necessary. $20 per
hour. Ask to see portfolio. Ask for Robin. (406) 2315675

CARLO'S 50% OFF SALE

EVERYTHING 50% OFF. All our fabulous vintage. Very
cool sweaters, coats, levis, shoes, visa/mc, Carlo's
One Night Stand 204 3rd St. 11am-6pm 543-6350
Come on!

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
JEWELRY

MISCELLANEOUS

Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD

TAILGATING? GRILLING? PARTYING? SURVIVING? Uncle
Bill's Sausages are the answer!! 1918 Brooks. 543-5627

No lying, traitorous, deceitful, arrogant, warmongering, neocons welcome! Carlo's 50% off sale. However,
Coverups Ok!

French Garlic, French Apple, French Morel,
Bratwurst, HotLinks, Andouille. Uncle Bill's Sausages,
1918 Brooks. 543-5627
Acoustic Guitar and Mandolin Studio now accepting
students. Call instructor Bill Neaves to schedule your
lesson today! (406) 239-0239

NO NEOCONS

VINTAGE
VINTAGE 50% OFF

The "master of cool!" Carlo's once a year 50% off sale.
Now thru Thanksgiving. Visa/MC

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org
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